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Experimental study of the proton-transfer
reaction C + H2

+ - CH+ + H and its isotopic
variant (D2

+)

Pierre-Michel Hillenbrand, *ab Kyle P. Bowen,a Fabrice Dayou,c Kenneth A. Miller,a

Nathalie de Ruette,†a Xavier Urbain d and Daniel W. Savin*a

We report absolute integral cross section (ICS) measurements using a dual-source merged-fast-beams

apparatus to study the titular reactions over the relative translational energy range of Er B 0.01–10 eV.

We used photodetachment of C� to produce a pure beam of atomic C in the ground electronic 3P term,

with statistically populated fine-structure levels. The H2
+ and D2

+ were formed in an electron impact

ionization source, with well known vibrational and rotational distributions. The experimental work is

complemented by a theoretical study of the CH2
+ electronic system in the reactant and product

channels, which helps to clarify the possible reaction mechanisms underlying the ICS measurements.

Our measurements provide evidence that the reactions are barrierless and exoergic. They also indicate

the apparent absence of an intermolecular isotope effect, to within the total experimental uncertainties.

Capture models, taking into account either the charge-induced dipole interaction potential or the

combined charge-quadrupole and charge-induced dipole interaction potentials, produce reaction cross

sections that lie a factor of B4 above the experimental results. Based on our theoretical study, we

hypothesize that the reaction is most likely to proceed adiabatically through the 14A0 and 14A00 states of

CH2
+ via the reaction C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) - CH+(3P) + H(2S). We also hypothesize that at low collision

energies only H2
+(v r 2) and D2

+(v r 3) contribute to the titular reactions, due to the onset of

dissociative charge transfer for higher vibrational v levels. Incorporating these assumptions into the

capture models brings them into better agreement with the experimental results. Still, for energies

t0.1 eV where capture models are most relevant, the modified charge-induced dipole model yields

reaction cross sections with an incorrect energy dependence and lying B10% below the experimental

results. The capture cross section obtained from the combined charge-quadrupole and charge-induced

dipole model better matches the measured energy dependence but lies B30–50% above the

experimental results. These findings provide important guidance for future quasiclassical trajectory and

quantum mechanical treatments of this reaction.

1 Introduction

Binary ion–molecule reactions are a fundamental class of
gas-phase chemical reactions. Such processes also feature
prominently in numerous chemical situations, including
astrochemistry,1,2 combustion,3,4 fusion plasmas,5 planetary
atmospheres,6–8 and plasma processing.9,10 Studies of these

and other chemistries require reliable reaction dynamics data
(i.e., cross sections, such as we report here) and kinetics data
(i.e., rate coefficients, which can be generated from dynamics
studies). Much of the required data come from laboratory
measurements,11 but experimental limitations hinder labora-
tory studies for many systems and reactions. Theory can be
used to fill these gaps, but theoretical and computational
challenges require using approximations to enable tractable
calculations.

Quantum mechanical (QM) treatments of the dynamics of
ion–molecule reactions are limited by numerous challenges.12–14

Three-atom reaction systems represent the state of the art, but
even there the various QM methods have yet to converge.15–19

Four-atom systems are just beyond current QM capabilities.14,20,21

Due to these limitations, the vast majority of theoretical dynamics
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data have been determined using either the quasi-classical
trajectory (QCT) method,22 phase space theory,23,24 or a variety
of capture models,25,26 among them the widely used Langevin–
Gioumousis–Stevenson (LGS) model.24,27 Laboratory measure-
ments are needed to benchmark these theoretical studies to
guide their continued development.

Our work here focuses specifically on reaction dynamics,
namely translational-energy-dependent studies. These provide
the most sensitive probes of the underlying quantum
mechanics of chemical reactions. These studies can, in turn,
be integrated over energy to generate temperature-dependent
reaction kinetics. Such results are important to test theoretical
methods that are only capable of generating kinetics data, such
as transition state theory28 or the more recent ring polymer
molecular dynamics29 approach. Similarly, many experimental
methods can only generate kinetics data. As reviewed
elsewhere,11 some of these laboratory techniques include
selected ion flow drift tube, selected ion flow tube, cinétique
de réactions en écoulement supersonique uniforme (CRESU),
flowing afterglow, ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry,
and flow-drift tube. These techniques use pseudo-first-order
methods to measure thermal rate coefficients. But the methods
are not capable of measuring the magnitude nor energy depen-
dence of the underlying dynamics that produces the kinetics.
All together, while these theoretical and experimental kinetics
data are important for chemical models, they are not a sensitive
probe of the dynamics of the reactions.

The simplest ion–molecule reaction involving three-atom
systems is proton transfer, and the simplest H-bearing
diatomic cation is H2

+. For these reasons, reactions involving
H2

+ and its isotopic variants undergoing proton transfer with
neutral atoms have been the focus for numerous QM and QCT
dynamics investigations. Over the past five or so years, theore-
tical studies have been performed for reactions with He,30–32

Li,33,34 O,16–19 Ne,35–38 and Ar.39 Earlier works can be found in
the bibliographies of the cited references. We are unaware of
any QM or QCT studies for proton-transfer reactions involving
H2

+ isotopologues with other neutral atoms. Going back to the
1970s and 1980s, Gentry and his collaborators carried out a
series of experimental and theoretical studies for D2

+ reacting
with C,40 N,41,42 O,43 and F44 atoms. In each case an LGS-type
capture model, which included several contributions to the
long-range interactions, was employed to compute the reaction
cross section.45

Absolute cross section measurements of proton transfer for
three-atom systems are of critical importance for advancing our
theoretical understanding of the field, a necessary step before
the community can successfully move on to four-or-more-atom
systems. Numerous groups have reported experimental
dynamics results for H2

+ reacting with He and Ne. Brief reviews
can be found in two recent laboratory studies.46,47 Absolute
integral cross section (ICS) measurements for these neutrals
have been performed using crossed-beams,48 merged-beams,49

and guided ion beam (GIB)46,47,50–52 methods.
The H2

+ beams for the crossed-beams and merged-beams
studies were produced using electron-impact-ionization (EII)

ion sources, which generate ions that are rotationally and
vibrationally excited. The GIB studies use laser techniques,
such as vacuum ultraviolet photoexcitation followed by pulsed
field ionization, to prepare rovibrational-state-selected H2

+,
which generates low ion beam currents.

For the neutral atom reagent, the crossed-beams study48

used an effusive gas source, essentially limiting this approach
to reactions with stable gases. The merged-beams study49 used
charge transfer to generate the neutral beam. This approach
starts with ions from a second EII source, the beam of which
was then passed through a gas cell where a fraction of the ions
undergo charge transfer (CT) to create a neutral atom beam by
then electrostatically or magnetostatically removing any
remaining ions. This approach enables one to study reactions
with transient neutral atoms and was used by Gentry and his
co-workers for their studies of D2

+ reacting with C,40 N,41,42 O,43

and F.44 But the charge-transfer approach can generate
unknown fractions of neutral atoms in metastable terms,
complicating the interpretation of the results (as we discuss
below). Lastly, the low ion currents of the rovibrational-state-
selection method require using gas-cell targets to yield measur-
able signal rates for dynamics studies. This necessitates the use
of stable target gases such as He,46 Ne,47 and Ar,53 the latter of
which was performed with state-selected O2

+. But the approach
has also enabled absolute dynamics studies for four-or-more-
atom systems involving various state-selected molecular ions
reacting with stable gases such as H2,54 HD,55 D2,54 CO,56 N2,57

H2O,57 CH4,58 and C2H4.59

Here we present experimental results using a merged-beams
approach that enables us to perform absolute measurements
for proton-transfer involving isotopologues of H2

+ with a known
rovibrational distribution reacting with transient neutral atoms
in their ground electronic term. The H2

+ ions are produced in
an EII discharge source, which generates H2

+ and D2
+ with well

known vibrational and rotational distributions.60–64 Photo-
detachment of an atomic anion beam is used to produce
the ground-term neutral atoms. This approach thus enables
absolute ICS measurements for reactions involving two well
characterized transient species and enables us to study reaction
systems that are not accessible using the rovibrational-state-
selected method, which is best suited for studies involving one
transient and one stable species.

More specifically, we present absolute ICS measurements for
the proton-transfer reaction

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - CH+ + H, (1)

and its isotopic variant, the deuteron-transfer reaction

C(3P) + D2
+(2S+

g) - CD+ + D. (2)

The measurements were performed for relative kinetic energies
from 0.007 to 6.3 eV for reaction (1), and from 0.013 to 8.7 eV
for reaction (2).

As mentioned earlier, reaction (2) has previously been
studied experimentally by Gentry and his collaborators.40,45

For their measurements, they started with C+ with unknown
fractions of ground (2S) and metastable (4P) ions. CT was used
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to form the C beam, but with unknown fractions of ground (3P)
and metastable (1D, 1S, and 5S) atoms. As a result, there were
four different possible levels of internal excitation and three
different possible spin multiplicities in their C beam. It is
unlikely that these levels and multiplicities all contributed
equally (or at all) to the formation of the measured CD+. These
uncertainties hinder a proper comparison with theoretical
approaches.

One of the aims of our work is to perform similar measure-
ments but with a pure beam of ground-term atomic C, thereby
providing more reliable experimental benchmarks for theory.
Additionally, our use of H2

+ and D2
+ allows us to quantify the

effects of isotopic substitution on reactivity. The experimental
work is complemented by a theoretical study of the reactant and
product channels of the CH2

+ system, which helps to clarify the
possible reaction mechanisms underlying the ICS measurements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our experimental method. Section 3 is a theoretical
study of the reactant and product channels. Section 4 presents
our experimental results, while Section 5 discusses them in
more detail. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes our findings.

2 Experiment

The experimental apparatus and methodology have been
described in detail elsewhere.14,20,21,65 Below, we only briefly
review those aspects of the apparatus and methodology that are
new or specific to our measurements of reactions (1) and (2).

Our measurements were performed using a dual-source,
merged-fast-beams apparatus. With this approach, we can carry
out absolute ICS measurements of the dynamics for reactive
scattering involving neutral atoms and molecular cations.
We measured the charged products of the reaction.

More specifically, we measured the merged-beams rate
coefficient hsvri, where s is the reaction ICS, vr is the relative
velocity, and the brackets signify an averaging over the energy
spread of the experiment. The data were collected versus the relative
translational energy Er. One advantage of the merged-beams rate
coefficient is that the trivial vr

�1 dependence of s is removed from
the results. This enables us to explore for any isotope effect in the
kinetics of the reactive scattering process, due to the different
reduced mass for each collision system, which is given by

m ¼ mnmi

mn þmi
: (3)

Here mn and mi are the masses of the neutral atom and cation
molecule, respectively. We can also express our experimental
results as hsEr

1/2i = (m/2)1/2hsvri. This removes both the trivial
vr
�1 dependence in s and that of the reduced mass, and enables

us to study the subtleties in the dynamics of the reactive
scattering.24,27 The ICS was extracted from the data using the
known energy spread of the experiment.

2.1 Cation beam

Cations were formed using a duoplasmatron (an EII source),
electrostatically extracted and accelerated, and mass-to-charge

selected to form the desired ion beam. The ion source opera-
ting parameters were adjusted to maximize the production of
diatomic cations by working with a low electron beam current
and at low gas pressure, with both still being sufficient
to maintain the discharge. The gas pressure measured just
outside the source was B4.8 � 10�6 Torr, using a vacuum
gauge calibrated for H2. This corresponds to a pressure inside
the source of B0.048 Torr.21 These parameters resulted in
essentially pure beams of H2

+ and D2
+, as described below.

The laboratory translational energy of the H2
+ beam was EH2

+ =
4.66 keV and that of the D2

+ beam was ED2
+ = 9.40 keV. With

masses of 2.01533 and 4.02765 u, these correspond to transla-
tional energies of 2.31 and 2.33 keV u�1, respectively.

The cation beam was collimated using a pair of 5 mm
apertures before being electrostatically deflected and merged
onto the neutral beam. We used a Faraday cup before this beam
merger to measure the cation current entering the interaction
region.

2.2 Cation beam purity

We used a gas of H2 to generate H2
+ (mi/q = 2) and of D2 to

generate D2
+ (mi/q = 4), where q is the charge of the cation. Over

the years, we have used both H2 and D2 separately and together
in our duoplasmatron. We verified that there was insignificant
cross contamination in the source that could lead to D+ in our
mi/q = 2 beam and H2D+ in our mi/q = 4 beam. Mass scans
performed when using H2 showed no signs of D2

+, indicating
that there was no D2 present in the source and hence no D+

contamination of our H2
+ beam.

Mass scans performed when using D2 in the source showed
a small level of H contamination in the plasma discharge,
possibly due to water vapor in the gas line or the ion source.
In order to quantify the fraction of H2D+ contamination in the
mi/q = 4 beam, we measured the CH+ signal from the reaction

C + H2D+ - CH+ + HD. (4)

Using the final analyzer of the apparatus, this signal is readily
distinguishable from the CD+ signal of reaction (2). For
matched C and mi/q = 4 beam velocities (corresponding to
Er = 13 � 9 meV, as discussed below), the measured CH+ signal
rate for reaction (4) was S = 0.0118 � 0.0125 s�1. Here and
throughout, all uncertainties are given at an estimated one-
sigma statistical confidence level. This signal rate is consistent
with zero contamination. Additionally, we have previously
measured the CH+ signal for the isotopic variant of reaction (4),
namely,14

C + H3
+ - CH+ + H2. (5)

This enabled us to further quantify the H2D+ contamination
from the cross section measured using the above given signal
rate (and corresponding experimental parameters described
below) and comparing it to the cross section for reaction (4),
which we estimated to be 2/3rds of that for reaction (5) due to
the reduced number of H nuclei available for transfer. From
this, we inferred an H2D+ contamination of 0.34 � 0.36%,
indicating that our mi/q = 4 beam was essentially pure D2

+.
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2.3 Cation beam vibrational and rotational distributions

The population distributions over the vibrational v and rota-
tional j states of H2

+ and D2
+ formed in EII sources are well

known from theoretical and experimental studies.60–64 The
vibrational distribution, pvib(v), and rotational distribution,
prot( j), are essentially independent. Furthermore, j does not
change significantly during the ionization process in and
extraction from the source plasma. Additionally, the rovibra-
tional levels of H2

+ and D2
+ have lifetimes on the order of 107 s.

Hence, the rovibrational populations change insignificantly
during the B10 ms flight time to the interaction region.

It has been found experimentally that the neutral molecules
in an EII source are in thermal equilibrium with a gas kinetic
temperature of E400–500 K.61,64 At such temperatures the
neutrals are almost exclusively in the lowest vibrational level
(v0 = 0) of their ground electronic state. Thus, H2

+ and D2
+ form

in an EII source via the ionization processes

H2(v0 = 0, j) + e� - H2
+(v, j) + 2e� (6)

D2(v0 = 0, j) + e� -D2
+(v, j) + 2e� (7)

The resulting vibrational population distribution pvib(v) was
first studied experimentally and theoretically by von Busch and
Dunn, who derived an effective matrix element for ionization
that depends on the internuclear distance.60 Their results have
been confirmed experimentally by several different groups.61–64

The corresponding values for pvib(v) are given in Table 1.
The rotational population distribution prot( j) arises from the

thermal equilibrium achieved in the source plasma for the
neutral molecules. The distribution depends on the tempera-
ture as61

protð jÞ ¼
gI ð2j þ 1Þ exp �Be jð j þ 1Þ

kBT

� �
P1
j¼0

gI ð2j þ 1Þ exp �Be jð j þ 1Þ
kBT

� �; (8)

where gI is the nuclear spin degeneracy factor, Be is the
rotational constant of the neutral molecule, and T is the gas
temperature. Applying the selection rules according to the
symmetrization postulate,66 gI for H2 is

gI ¼
1 if j even

3 if j odd;

(

and for D2 it is

gI ¼
6 if j even

3 if j odd;

(

The value of Be is 60.853 cm�1 and 30.443 cm�1 for H2 and
D2, respectively.67 Lastly, extensive photodissociation measure-
ments performed with a duoplasmatron source identical to the
one employed here have infered that T E 500 K.64 We used this
value of T to calculate the rotational distribution prot( j) given
in Table 1.

2.4 Neutral beam

The neutral beam was formed through laser photodetachment
of a beam of ground-level C�(4S3/2) that has been mass-to-
charge (m/q) selected to be pure m = 12. The initial C� beam
was accelerated to a translational energy in the laboratory
frame of EC� = 26.00 keV for reaction (1) and 28.00 keV for
reaction (2).

The beam was then directed into an electrically isolated
floating cell at a voltage of Uf. Inside the floating cell, a few
percent of the anion beam underwent photodetachment. After
exiting the floating cell, the remaining anion beam was electro-
statically removed, leaving a neutral beam of ground-term C(3P)
with a translational energy of EC = EC� + eUf, where e is the
elementary charge. The fine-structure levels are expected to be
statistically populated.68

In order to match the H2
+ beam velocity for reaction (1),

we set Uf = 1.75 keV, giving the 12C atoms an energy of EC =
27.75 keV (2.31 keV u�1). To match the velocity of D2

+

for reaction (2), we set Uf = 0 keV, giving EC = 28.00 keV
(2.33 keV u�1). The Uf values for matched neutral beam and
cation beam velocities (vn and vi, respectively) were verified by
comparing the measured hsvri versus Er for each reaction for
vn o vi and vn 4 vi and confirming that the results were
symmetric around Er = 0 eV (i.e., vn = vi). This is discussed in
more detail in Section 4.

The neutral beam was collimated using two 5 mm apertures,
one located before and the other after the photodetachment

Table 1 H2
+ and D2

+ vibrational population distribution pvib(v), from von
Busch and Dunn,60 and rotational population distribution prot( j), from
eqn (8), arising from the EII source. The sum of each distribution is
normalized to unity

v

pvib(v)

j

prot( j)

H2
+ D2

+ H2
+ D2

+

0 0.11916 0.04478 0 0.08256 0.11390
1 0.18994 0.10377 1 0.52350 0.14339
2 0.18791 0.14070 2 0.14436 0.33668
3 0.15173 0.14765 3 0.21204 0.13933
4 0.11097 0.13374 4 0.02239 0.17777
5 0.07732 0.11059 5 0.01425 0.04524
6 0.05270 0.08624 6 0.00069 0.03737
7 0.03564 0.06470 7 0.00020 0.00633
8 0.02411 0.04736 8 0.00353
9 0.01638 0.03413 9 0.00041
10 0.01121 0.02440 10 0.00016
11 0.00730 0.01739 11 0.00001
12 0.00536 0.01241
13 0.00374 0.00889
14 0.00258 0.00641
15 0.00175 0.00465
16 0.00109 0.00340
17 0.00056 0.00250
18 0.00012 0.00185
19 0.00138
20 0.00102
21 0.00075
22 0.00054
23 0.00037
24 0.00023
25 0.00011
26 0.00002
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region. After the photodetachment region, the beam continued
ballistically into the interaction region.

2.5 Interaction region

The interaction region began in the exit of the electrostatic
deflector that merged the cations onto the neutrals. Two beam
profile monitors (BPMs), one located near the beginning and
the other near the end of the interaction region, were used to
measure the cross-sectional shape of each beam. Using the
BPM measurements, we determined the overlap factor hO(z)i of
the beams and the bulk angle ybulk between the two beams.
Here z is the nominal axis of copropagation. A Faraday cup in
the middle of the interaction region could be used to measure
the cation beam current. The beams overlapped for a distance
L = 121.5� 2.5 cm before they were separated in an electrostatic
final analyzer.

The neutral beam density in the interaction region was on
the order of 103 atoms cm�3 and the cation beam density on the
order of 104 ions cm�3. At such low densities, beam–beam
collisions were extremely infrequent, enabling measurements
to be carried out in the single-collision regime. In addition, the
residual gas pressure was on the order of 10�9 Torr (B3 �
107 particles cm�3). At these low pressures, parasitic reactions
involving either the reactants or products were unimportant.

Reaction (1) formed CH+ product ions with a laboratory
translational energy of

ECHþ Ufð Þ ¼ EC� þ eUf þ
mHþ

mH2
þ
EH2

þ ¼ EC� þ eUf þ 0:5EH2
þ :

(9)

Similarly, reaction (2) formed CD+ ions with a translational
energy of

ECDþ Ufð Þ ¼ EC� þ eUf þ
mDþ

mD2
þ
ED2

þ ¼ EC� þ eUf þ 0:5ED2
þ :

(10)

Here we have ignored the BeV energy corrections due to any
kinetic energy released or internal excitations of the products.
These were insignificant compared to the BkeV beam energies.

2.6 Final analyzer

The electrostatic final analyzer consists of a chicane followed by
three 901 cylindrical deflectors. The three deflectors included a
lower cylindrical deflector (LCD), a middle cylindrical deflector
(MCD), and an upper cylindrical deflector (UCD).

The neutral beam traveled ballistically through the chicane
(see Fig. 2 of O’Connor et al.14), entered the LCD, passed
through a hole in the outer electrode of the LCD, and continued
into a neutral current detector described below. The transmis-
sion efficiency from the interaction region into the neutral
detector was Tn = 0.95 � 0.03.

The end of the interaction region was determined by the first
optical element in the chicane, which deflected the reactant
cation beam into a Faraday cup. This Faraday cup was used to
continuously monitor the cation beam current during data
acquisition. Measurements of the cation current before and

after the interaction region verified that 100% of the beam was
transmitted through the interaction region. The remaining
three optical elements of the chicane were used to direct the
desired product ions into the LCD.

Product ions were selected for using the translational energy
analysis provided for by the three electrostatic cylindrical
deflectors, which together had an energy resolution DE/E = 5%,
where DE is the acceptance energy spread of the analyzer and
E the beam energy. The product ion energy varies with Uf, as
given by eqn (9) and (10), and the applied voltages of the final
analyzer were scaled with Uf to account for this.

Product ions were detected using a channel electron multi-
plier (CEM) located at the exit of the UCD. The transmission
efficiency through the final analyzer was Ta = 0.90 � 0.05. A grid
with a transmission of Tg = 0.90 � 0.01 was located at
the mouth of the CEM and biased negatively to repel stray
electrons. The CEM detection efficiency was Z = 0.99 � 0.03.

2.7 Neutral current detector

The neutral atom current, as measured in amperes, was

In ¼
INC

gTn
; (11)

where INC is the negative particle current measured by the
neutral cup (NC) and g is the mean number of negative particles
emitted by a neutral particle striking the target inside the NC.

We determined g using collisional stripping of C� on He.
Measurements were performed for a He gas pressure in the
interaction region of 2.8 � 10�4 Torr, using a pressure gauge
calibrated for He, and with no He gas, i.e., at a base pressure of
o1.0 � 10�7 Torr. The C� beam current was measured using a
Faraday cup, dubbed the upper cup (UC), that is located behind
the outer electrode of the MCD. For the appropriate LCD
voltages and when the MCD voltages were off, the C� beam
passed through a hole in the outer electrode of the MCD and
into the UC. The transmission efficiency into the UC was TUC =
0.66 � 0.06. The measured change in the C� beam current with
and without He gas was DIUC

�. The corresponding change in
the neutral beam current was DIn and the measured change in
the NC current was DINC. The factor g could then be written as69

g ¼ 1þ sDED

sSED

� �
DINC

DIUC
�
Tu

Tn
: (12)

Here, sSED is the cross section for single electron detachment
(SED) of C� on He forming C and sDED that for double electron
detachment (DED) forming C+.

The DED-to-SED ratio was given by

sDED

sSED
¼ DIUC

þ

DINC

Tn

Tu
: (13)

Here, DIUC
+ was the change in the C+ current, measured in the

UC using the appropriate polarity voltages on the LCD. This
ratio was determined using the same pressures given in
the previous paragraph. For each g measurement, the nearly
simultaneous measurement of sDED/sSED was used. Averaging
over all ten g measurements, yielded sDED/sSED = 0.077 � 0.013.
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It was also important to determine and account for the
energy dependence of g with EC. For this, we used photodetach-
ment of C� with EC� = 28.00 keV and Uf = 0.00 and 4.00 keV, in
order to generate a neutral C beam at EC = 28.00 and 32.00 keV,
respectively. No He gas was used in the interaction region for
these studies. We found that INC increased by E11% going
from 28.00 to 32.00 keV, which gave

g(En [keV]) = 0.05En + 0.60, (14)

for the C + D2
+ measurement campaign in May 2018 and

g(En [keV]) = 0.04En + 0.46, (15)

for the C + H2
+ campaign in January 2019. These fits resulted

from averaging multiple measurements on a given day over a
series of multiple days. Although both systems were measured
at the same values of EC, g decreased by E20% between the
two campaigns. We attribute this to changes with time in the
surface coating of the target in the neutral cup.

2.8 Laboratory energies and C+ background suppression

The values of EC�, Uf, EH2
+, and ED2

+ used were chosen in order to
insure that background C+ formed in the experiment could be
readily separated from the signal CH+ and CD+ by the final analyzer.

The first source of C+ arose from C� that underwent either
photodetachment or SED on the residual gas in the floating cell
and was subsequently ionized by collisional stripping on
the residual gas in the interaction region. The resulting C+

translational energy was given by

EC+(Uf) = EC� + eUf. (16)

This background was easily suppressed using the DE/E = 5%
energy resolution of the final analyzer. For reaction (1), the
energy separations between the signal and background was

dE
E
¼ ECHþ � ECþj j

ECHþ
¼ 0:5EH2

þ

ECHþ
: (17)

During data acquisition, Uf was scanned from 0.20 to 4.00 keV.
Using eqn (9), the resulting ECH+ ranged from 28.53 to
32.33 keV, giving dE/E E 7–8%. Similarly for reaction (2),

dE
E
¼ ECDþ � ECþj j

ECDþ
¼ 0:5ED2

þ

ECDþ
: (18)

During data acquisition, Uf was scanned from �1.80 to 2.00 keV.
Using eqn (10), the resulting ECD+ spanned from 30.90 to
34.70 keV, giving dE/E E 13–15%. Because dE/E 4 DE/E for each
reaction, we were readily able to separate the signal from this
background source.

The second source of C+ arose from C� that underwent SED
on the residual gas before or after the floating cell and was then
stripped on the residual gas in the interaction region.
(Note that any C� that underwent DED before or after the
floating cell was removed by the beam merger at the entrance to
the interaction region and did not contribute to the C+ back-
ground.) The resulting C+ energy was independent of Uf, giving

EC+(Uf) = EC�. (19)

This can be a more challenging background to suppress. For
example, suppose that we attempted to measure reaction (1)
with EC� = 28.00 keV and Uf = �2.33 keV. From eqn (9) and (19),
the resulting ECH+ = EC+ and the signal and background would
not be separable.

In order to shift the energy of this second background source
so that it differed by more than 5% from the signal-ion energy, we
worked with a value of EC� = 26.00 keV, for reaction (1). This
enabled us to still scan Uf symmetrically around vn = vi. The
corresponding EC+ is 8% below the lowest value of ECH+ used here.
For reaction (2), the corresponding EC+ is 9% below the lowest
value of ECD+ used here.

2.9 Relative energies and beam overlaps

The relative energy, Er, and beam overlap factors, hO(z)i, were
calculated using the known beam energies, energy spreads,
floating cell voltages, beam profiles, and beam trajectories. The
bulk angle between the two beams was ybulk = 0.84 � 0.33 mrad
for reaction (1) and 0.99 � 0.23 mrad for reaction (2). The
minimum values of Er achieved were Er = 0.007 � 0.005 and
0.013 � 0.009 eV, respectively. At the lowest relative energies,
the velocity distribution is nearly Maxwellian. Fits to the
velocity distributions for these values of Er yield temperatures
of 55 � 15 and 101 � 22 K, respectively. At higher energies the
velocity distribution becomes Gaussian with a spread much
smaller than vr.

2.10 Measurement and analysis

Data were collected while scanning Uf over a series of 20 voltage
steps. For reaction (1) we scanned Uf over three voltage ranges:
200 to 4000 V in steps of 200 V, 1100 to 3000 V in steps of 100 V,
and 1550 to 2500 V in steps of 50 V. For reaction (2) we scanned
Uf over four voltage ranges: �1800 to 2000 V in steps of 200 V,
�900 to 1000 V in steps of 100 V, �450 to 500 V in steps of 50 V,
and �225 to 250 V in steps of 25 V.

At each voltage step, the neutral and cation beams were
chopped out of phase in order to extract the desired reaction
signal S from the various backgrounds. The uncertainty dS in
the extracted signal is given by standard counting statistics,
taking into account the signal and various backgrounds
involved.

The measured merged-beams rate coefficient from a given
scan i and voltage step k is given by

svrh ii;k¼
Si;k � dSi;k

TaTgZ

� �
e2vnvi

InIi

� �
1

LhOðzÞi

� �
: (20)

We measured each of the quantities on the right-hand side of
eqn (20), thereby enabling us to present absolute results,
independent of any normalization. The various scans were
averaged together, as has been detailed in our previous works,
to give hsvri and the corresponding statistical uncertainty
Dhsvri.

Typical experimental values for the quantities in eqn (20) are
given in Table 2, along with their uncertainties. The quantities
are grouped into those that vary between voltage steps (Non-
constants) and those that did not vary (Constants). For every Er,
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the total systematic uncertainty in hsvri is 15% at an estimated
one-sigma accuracy level.

3 Reactant and product channels
3.1 Correlation diagram

Numerous theoretical studies have been conducted on the
dynamics of the C+(2P) + H2(1S+

g) - CH+(1S+) + H(2S)
reaction70–72 and the reverse process73–76 involving the ground
electronic state 12A0 of CH2

+. However, we are unaware of any
such theoretical investigations for the C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) reaction,

which proceeds through excited states of CH2
+. These excited

electronic states are characterized by a dense manifold of
states, due to energetically close states of the C+ + H2/C + H2

+

and CH+ + H/CH + H+ dissociation limits. This makes calcula-
ting the potential energy surfaces (PESs) that are needed for QM
and QCT dynamics studies particularly challenging for the
excited states. In addition, the electronic states may undergo
numerous avoided crossings and conical intersections, giving
rise to nonadiabatic pathways, which complicate considerably
the treatment of the reaction dynamics.

In order to examine the possible reaction pathways relevant
to reactions (1) and (2), we report in Fig. 1 the electronic energy
diagram for the low lying dissociation limits of the CH2

+ system
corresponding to the C+ + H2 and C + H2

+ reactant arrange-
ments and the CH+ + H and CH + H+ product arrangements.
The dissociation limits are shown for diatomic molecules in
their equilibrium geometry, and exclude the zero-point energy
(ZPE) of the reactant and product molecules. The energy
ordering of the reactant and product states is based on the
experimental term-energy differences and ionization energies
of the atoms (Table 3), and the experimental electronic energy
terms and dissociation energies of the diatoms (Table 4).

Fig. 1 also shows the CH2
+ electronic states that correlate

adiabatically from the reactant to the product states in Cs

symmetry, which is the point group of interest as the reaction
proceeds in the experiment without geometrical restrictions.
The correlation is based on the conservation of the total spin
and spatial symmetry of the CH2

+ electronic wave function, and
does not take into account the energies of the CH2

+ reaction
intermediates. The equilibrium structures of CH2

+ are well
known for the lowest three doublet states (12A0, 12A00, and
22A0)77–79 and the first quartet state (14A00),80 but only some of
the higher excited states have been characterized.81,82 Most of the

Table 2 Typical experimental values for the quantities of eqn (20) with their corresponding uncertainties

Source Symbol

Value

Units Uncertainty (%)C + H2
+ C + D2

+

Non-constants
Signal rate (statistical) S 1.6 3.0 s�1 2–25
C velocity vn 6.71 6.71 107 cm s�1 {1
C current In 12 20 nA 5
H2

+/D2
+ current Ii 110 410 nA 5

Overlap factor hO(z)i 4.4 2.1 cm�2 10
Neutral detector efficiency g 1.6 2.0 6

Constants
H2

+/D2
+ velocity vi 6.71 107 cm s�1 {1

Analyzer transmission Ta 0.90 5
Grid transmission Tg 0.90 1
Neutral transmission Tn 0.95 3
CEM efficiency Z 0.99 3
Interaction length L 121.5 cm 2

Total systematic uncertainty (excluding the signal rate) 15

Note: the total systematic uncertainty (excluding the statistical error) is calculated treating the individual uncertainties as random sign errors and
adding them in quadrature.

Fig. 1 Electronic energy diagram for the low lying dissociation limits of
the CH2

+ system. The reactant and product arrangements are shown
on the left and right sides of the diagram, respectively. The solid lines
indicate the correlation of adiabatic electronic states between the reactant
and product arrangements in Cs symmetry. The states in red indicate the
six electronic states arising from the C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) reactants considered

in the present study. In the figure, H2 and H2
+ are in their ground

electronic states. Note that while each line connects one reactant
state to one product state, these reactant and product states can
be connected by several electronic states. These electronic states are
degenerate in the reactant and product dissociation limits, but not along
the reaction path.
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equilibrium structures correspond to bent C2v configurations of
CH2

+. Relative to the C+(2P) + H2(1S+
g) limit, the energies reported

in the literature lie at �4.32 eV for the X̃2A1/12A0 ground state,76

�4.17 eV for the Ã2B1(2Pu)/12A00 state,78�1.17 eV for the B̃2B2/22A0

state,79 �0.55 eV for the ã4A2/14A00 state,80 +1.7 eV for the C̃2A2/
22A00 state,82 +2.9 eV for the D̃2A2/32A00 state,82 and +3.2 eV for the
24A2(4S�u )/24A00 state.81 The states are labeled using both the C2v

symmetry (before the slash) and the lower order Cs symmetry
(after the slash) to make explicit the connection to the states
displayed in Fig. 1. For the case of equilibrium structures corres-
ponding to linear [H–C–H]+ configurations, the DNh symmetry is
also indicated in the parenthesis. No stable structures have been
reported for the 14A0 and 32A0 states. All the above reaction
intermediates lie in energy well below the C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g)

reactants.
The approach of C(3P) to H2

+(2S+
g) in Cs symmetry gives rise

to the six electronic states shown in red in Fig. 1. In the
following we investigate which of these states are likely to drive
the reaction to the formation of CH+. Since the state of the
product ion cannot be probed in the experiment, any state of
the CH+ + H product arrangement is a possible outgoing
channel for the reaction. Of these six electronic states, the
correlation diagram of Fig. 1 shows that the first two quartet

Table 3 Term-energy differences (DE) for C and C+ atoms and ionization
energies (IE) of C and H atoms

Term

DEa (eV) IEa (eV)Upper Lower

C(1D) C(3P) 1.260 —
C+(4P) C+(2P) 5.331 —
C+(2P) C(3P) — 11.262
H+ H(2S) — 13.598

a Experimental values from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology83 (NIST). The term-energy differences and ionization energies
of C and C+ were corrected for the fine-structure splittings within each
2S+1L multiplet. The mean energy hEi ¼

P
J

ð2J þ 1ÞEJ

�P
J

ð2J þ 1Þ of the
2S+1LJ multiplet components was taken to coincide with the energy of the
2S+1L term in the absence of spin–orbit interaction. Here, S and L are the
quantum numbers of the total spin and orbital angular momenta,
respectively, and J is the total angular momentum quantum number.

Table 4 Spectroscopic constants for the low lying electronic states of H2, H2
+, CH, and CH+: electronic energy term (Te), equilibrium dissociation

energy (De), equilibrium bond length (re), vibrational constants (oe, oexe), and rotational constants (Be, ae). Experimental values of De are deduced from
De = D0 + G(0), where D0 is the dissociation energy and G(0) is the ZPE. Vibrational and rotational constants are given in cm�1. Values in parenthesis are
taken from published theoretical works. The MRCI+Q results correspond to the ab initio calculations discussed in Section 3.2

Te (eV) De (eV) re (bohr) oe oexe Be ae

H2(X1S+
g)

MRCI + Q 0 4.745 1.401 4402 121 60.8 3.04
Expt.a 0 4.748 1.401 4401 121 60.9 3.06

H2
+(X2S+

g)
MRCI + Q 15.557 2.793 1.997 2323 67 29.9 1.59
Expt.a 15.554b 2.793 1.988c 2322 66 30.2 1.68c

CH(X2P)
MRCI + Q 0 3.633 2.117 2851 64 14.4 0.54
Expt.d 0 3.64 � 0.01a 2.116 2861 64 14.5 0.54

CH(a4S�)
MRCI + Q 0.770 2.862 2.059 3103 72 15.3 0.54
Theory e (0.747) (2.863) (2.058) (3091) (102) 15.4 f (0.72)

CH+(X1S+)
MRCI + Q 10.607 4.251 2.135 2852 59 14.2 0.50
Expt.g 10.64 � 0.01b 4.260h 2.137 2858 59 14.2 0.50

CH+(a3P)
MRCI + Q 1.217 3.033 2.146 2678 78 14.0 0.62
Expt.i (1.204) j (3.040) j 2.147a (2684) j (79) j 14.1 0.61

CH+(A1P)
MRCI + Q 3.006 1.244 2.341 1848 118 11.8 0.92
Expt.g 2.991 1.271k 2.334l 1858 109 11.9 0.91

CH+(b3S�)
MRCI + Q 4.814 1.817 2.349 2054 59 11.7 0.57
Expt.i (4.797) j (1.833) j 2.346 2058 59 11.8 0.56

a Huber and Herzberg.67 b Te value relative to the ground electronic state of the neutral molecule. Experimental Te values are deduced using the
ionization energies of H2 and CH from NIST83 which have been corrected for the ZPEs of the neutral and cation molecules. c Theoretical values for
re = 1.997 bohr and ae = 1.60 cm�1 from Ishikawa et al.84 d Zachwieja.85 e Kalemos et al.86 f Be value deduced from Be = B0 + (ae/2), where B0 is the
average rotational constant for the v = 0 vibrational level, using the experimental value for B0 = 15.0 cm�1 from Nelis et al.87 g Yu et al.88

h Hechtfischer et al.89 i Hechtfischer et al.90 j Biglari et al.,91 they obtained re = 2.135 bohr for CH+(X1S+), re = 2.145 bohr for CH+(a3P),
re = 2.341 bohr for CH+(A1P), and re = 2.351 bohr for CH+(b3S�). k Helm et al.92 l Hakalla et al.93
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states, 14A0 and 14A00, offer possible adiabatic pathways to CH+

formation via the proton-transfer reaction

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - CH+(3P) + H(2S), (21)

with an associated exoergicity of 2.60 eV.‡ Another possible
adiabatic pathway is through the excited doublet state 32A00,

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - CH+(1P) + H(2S), (22)

with an exoergicity of 0.81 eV. Note, however, that the CH+(1P)
+ H and CH(2P) + H+ limits differ by only B0.03 eV, with
similar equilibrium bond lengths for CH+(1P) and CH(2P).
Since both products correspond to (2A0,2A00) states of the same
Cs symmetry and spin multiplicity, avoided crossings between
the 2A0 states and between the 2A00 states are expected to develop
in the product channel along the C–H internuclear distance,
rCH. In such a case, the correlation of the two pairs of
(32A0,22A00) and (42A0,32A00) adiabatic states to either the
CH+(1P) + H or CH(2P) + H+ products depends on the length
of the C–H bond after dissociation of the CH2

+ molecule (see
Fig. 1 and the lower panel of Fig. 2). Thus, depending on the
reaction dynamics, the excited doublet states 32A0 and 22A00 may
also contribute to reaction (22). The 42A0 state is involved only
through nonadiabatic transitions between 32A0 and 42A0, as it
correlates to C(1D) + H2

+(2S+
g) reactants and the measurement is

performed here with a pure C(3P) parent beam.
At low collision energies, the reaction is driven at long range

by attractive PESs. For collinear approach (CNv symmetry), the
C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) reactants give rise to 2,4S� and 2,4P states,

corresponding in Cs symmetry to 2,4A00 and (2,4A0,2,4A00) states,
respectively. The 2P and 4P states are degenerate at large
atom–diatom distances (when spin–orbit interactions are
neglected) and correspond to attractive long-range
interactions.40,45 By contrast, long-range interactions are repul-
sive for the degenerate 2S� and 4S� states. Accordingly, the
attractive 2,4P states lie at lower energies than the repulsive
2,4S� states. Since adiabatic states of same symmetry are
ordered according to increasing energy, the PESs for the 32A0

and 22A00 doublet states and the 14A0 and 14A00 quartet states
correspond at long range to attractive interaction potentials,
whereas the PESs for the 32A00 and 24A00 states correspond to
repulsive interactions. This situation should persist whatever
the orientation of the reactants or the internuclear distance of
H2

+ because the two main contributions to long-range inter-
actions, namely the charge-quadrupole and charge-induced
dipole interactions, involve treating the H2

+ molecule only as
a point charge.

Even though PESs may be attractive at long range, energy
barriers at short range can impede the reaction. Information

about the short-range behavior of the PESs is thus needed to
identify the possible reaction pathways. For the three quartet
states, 14A0, 14A00, and 24A00, this information is lacking. For the
three doublet states, 32A0, 22A00, and 32A00, the extensive ab initio
study performed by Sakai et al.82 on the low lying doublet states
of CH2

+ provides valuable information. The 32A0 and 22A00 PESs
were found to be barrierless for collinear approach of the
reactants (where they form the 22P PES in CNv symmetry).
For perpendicular approach, the three doublet PESs exhibit
energy barriers above the reactants of up to B0.7 eV for the 32A0

state, B0.2 eV for the 22A00 state, and B1 eV for the 32A00 state.
In addition, the energy barrier of the 32A0 PES is present for a
wide range of angles of approach of the reactants. The 22A00 and
32A00 PESs were not reported for other orientations of the
reactants. Several avoided crossings between the doublet states
were also reported by Sakai et al.,82 such as those between 32A0

and 22A00 and the lower 22A0 and 12A00 states, these latter two
of which correlate the C+(2P) + H2(1S+

g) reactants with the
CH+(3P) + H products (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 Potential energy curves for the low lying electronic states of
C + H2

+ and C+ + H2 (upper panel) and CH+ + H and CH + H+

(lower panel) as a function of the diatomic bond length. In each case the
atom is located at an infinite distance from the diatom. Energies are given
relative to the C+(2P) + H2(1S+

g,re) dissociation limit. The states potentially
relevant to reactions (1) and (2) are displayed in red. H2 and H2

+ stand for
diatomic molecules in their ground electronic state unless otherwise
indicated.

‡ Here, all exoergicities and endoergicities are reported without ZPE corrections.
There are several reasons for this choice. First, sufficient insight is gained from
discussing only the ZPE-uncorrected values. It is not necessary to report two
different sets of values, one for the reactions with H2

+ and the other for D2
+, each

of which will have different ZPEs. Second, the ZPEs refer to the v = 0 levels but we
are dealing with a range of vibrational levels of the parent cations. Lastly, we do
not know which of the vibrational levels are most relevant for the reactions being
studied, although we do make some hypothesis in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
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The repulsive behavior of the 32A00 PES at long range and the
relatively large energy barriers of the 32A0, 22A00, and 32A00 PESs
at short range in the reactant channel suggest that there is only
a minor contribution of doublet states to reactivity at low
collision energy. Moreover, multiple nonadiabatic transitions
between the doublet PESs may take place along the paths of
reaction (22), potentially causing a large part of the reactive flux
to bifurcate into the C+ + H2, C + H2

+ or CH + H+ outgoing
channels. Given that the number of close-lying CH2

+ quartet
states is much smaller than for the doublet states, the prob-
ability that the quartet states undergo avoided crossings is
reduced. It is thus more likely that CH+ formation proceeds
adiabatically through the 14A0 and 14A00 quartet states via
reaction (21). The attractive behavior of both states at long
range, the large reaction exoergicity, and the strong binding
energy of CH2

+(14A00) relative to C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) reactants, are
additional features consistent with possible low-energy adia-
batic pathways. However, more detailed information on the
14A0 and 14A00 PESs will be needed to provide evidence for the
existence of barrierless reaction paths.

3.2 Asymptotic diatomic potentials

Starting from C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) reactants, there are several
reactive processes which potentially compete with the proton-
transfer reaction under study. The possible reaction channels
are hydrogen transfer,

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - CH + H+, (23)

collision-induced dissociation (CID),

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - C + H + H+, (24)

dissociative CT (DCT),

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - C+ + H + H, (25)

and CT,

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - C+ + H2. (26)

Hydrogen transfer can follow adiabatic pathways involving the
32A0 and 22A00 doublet states and the 24A00 quartet state of CH2

+,
leading to form CH(2P) and CH(4S�) with an exoergicity of
0.84 and 0.07 eV, respectively (see Fig. 1). CID can proceed
through two distinct mechanisms:94 (i) collisional excitation of
H2

+(2S+
g) by C(3P), leading the highly vibrationally excited H2

+ to
dissociate to H + H+, or (ii) formation of unstable CH(2P) or
CH(4S�) molecules that dissociate to C + H. Both of these
mechanisms, dissociation of H2

+ or CH, lead to a CID process
that is endoergic by 2.79 eV. DCT can follow the formation of
unstable CH+ molecules that dissociate to C+ + H, similar to
CID. But, for DCT, the dissociation of CH+(3P) and CH+(1P)
formed by reactions (21) or (22) gives rise to a process that is
endoergic by only 0.46 eV (as is discussed in more detail below).
Another possible mechanism95,96 for DCT involves avoided
crossings between CH2

+ states that correlate to H2
+(2S+

g) and
to a dissociative state of H2. CT can occur if avoided crossings
take place between CH2

+ states that correlate to H2
+(2S+

g) and a
bound state of the H2 diatom.97

The relative importance of the reaction channels (23)–(26)
cannot be determined a priori, but knowledge of the asymptotic
diatomic potentials of the reactant and product states can be
used to predict which processes are likely to occur under
experimental conditions. Here, we focus on the DCT and CT
processes that may be induced by the vibrational motion of the
H2

+(2S+
g) diatom through avoided crossings. The H2

+ reactants
were formed in an EII source that populated a range of
vibrational levels (see Table 1). Previous studies of three-atom
ionic systems have shown that vibrational excitation can pro-
mote DCT98–100 and CT101–103 processes that compete very
efficiently with chemical reactions.

For triatomic systems, the PESs can be parameterized as a
function of three coordinates describing the relative positions
of the nuclei. The reactant and product channels are well suited
for using coordinates corresponding to the distance R of the
atom to the center of mass of the diatom, the bond length r of
the diatom, and the angle between the vectors R and r. When
the atom is infinitely far from the diatom, the potential energy
varies only as a function of the bond length r. The range of
relevant r values depends on the amplitude of the vibrational
motion of the diatom. For R -N, cuts through the PESs along
the bond coordinate r define potential energy curves (PECs)
that correspond to specific electronic states of the atom and
diatom fragments, and to degenerate electronic states of CH2

+

(when spin–orbit interactions are neglected). The PECs asso-
ciated with different states of the atom and diatom fragments
eventually cross at some r values (see Fig. 2). At intermediate
values of R, as the reactants approach each other or the
products recede from one another, the degeneracy of the
CH2

+ states is lifted under the influence of the atom–diatom
interactions. Depending on the symmetry properties of
the CH2

+ states, a crossing along r can turn into an avoided
crossing due to mixing of the electronic states. As a result,
the adiabatic CH2

+ states arising from specific fragment
states interchange their electronic character as r varies. If the
vibrational motion of the diatom allows the nuclei to reach
these avoided crossing regions, then new reaction channels
(e.g., DCT or CT) are opened up.95,97

In order to analyze the asymptotic diatomic limits of the
CH2

+ system, we have carried out ab initio calculations for the
low lying electronic states of the H2, H2

+, CH, and CH+ diatoms,
while varying the diatom internuclear distance from 0.6 to
30 bohr. The PECs associated with the C + H2

+ and C+ + H2

reactant arrangements and the CH+ + H and CH + H+ product
arrangements were built up from the diatomic potentials using
the term-energy differences and ionization energies of
the atoms (Table 3). The zero of energy was chosen at the
C+(2P) + H2(1S+

g,re) dissociation limit, where re is the equili-
brium bond length of H2. The ab initio energies were computed
at the internally contracted multireference configuration inter-
action104,105 (MRCI) level, including the Davidson correction106

(+Q), with state-averaged complete active space self-consistent
field107,108 (CASSCF) reference wave functions. The CASSCF
wave functions were built up from the full valence active space
of each diatomic species, and the aug-cc-pV6Z (AV6Z) basis
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set109,110 was employed. All electronic structure calculations
were performed using the MOLPRO suite of programs.111

The spectroscopic constants obtained for the electronic
states of H2, H2

+, CH, and CH+ are reported in Table 4. The
rovibrational constants were determined by fitting, to Dunham-
type expansions, a selected set of rovibrational energy levels
computed by means of the Fourier Grid Hamiltonian
method.112 Only the main expansion coefficients are reported
in Table 4. The agreement of the spectroscopic constants with
literature data is thought to be sufficiently accurate to form a
realistic picture of the asymptotic diatomic potentials for both
the reactant and product states.

The PECs for the low lying electronic states of the C + H2
+

and C+ + H2 reactants are displayed in the upper panel of Fig. 2
as a function of the H–H diatomic bond length rHH. In the lower
panel are shown the PECs for the electronic states of the CH+ +
H and CH + H+ products as a function of the C–H diatomic
bond length rCH. Each combination of atomic and diatomic
states gives rise to CH2

+ electronic states which are degenerate
for R - N (see Fig. 1). Thus each of the PECs of Fig. 2
corresponds to several degenerate electronic states of CH2

+.
The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows that the PEC associated with

the C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) reactants undergo two crossings with the
PECs of other fragments states. One crossing occurs with
the PEC of C+(4P) + H2(1S+

g) at rHH = 1.36 bohr, close to the
equilibrium geometry of H2(1S+

g) and midway between the inner
classical turning points of the v = 3 and v = 4 vibrational levels
of H2

+(2S+
g). In Cs symmetry, the C+(4P) + H2(1S+

g) fragments
generate one 4A0 state and two 4A00 states of CH2

+. Avoided
crossings are expected to develop along the bond coordinate
rHH between these states and the 14A0, 14A00, and 24A00 quartet
states that arise from C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) as the reactants

approach, i.e., as R decreases. Accordingly, the CT reaction

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - C+(4P) + H2(1S+
g) (27)

may arise as a consequence of avoided crossings between the
quartet states. The CT reaction (27) is endoergic by 1.04 eV.
Note that CT can eventually lead to form CH+ molecules if it is
followed by the reaction

C+(4P) + H2(1S+
g) - CH+(3S�) + H(2S). (28)

The process is slightly exoergic (B0.08 eV) and can proceed
adiabatically through an excited 4A00 quartet state of CH2

+ (see
Fig. 1). Furthermore there is experimental evidence113 for the
production of CH+(3S�) from C+(4P) + H2(1S+

g) reactants.
A second crossing occurs with the PEC of C+(2P) + H2(3S+

u) at
rHH = 3.30 bohr, close to the outer classical turning point of the
vibrational level v = 3 of H2

+(2S+
g). The C+(2P) + H2(3S+

u) frag-
ments give rise to two 2A0 states, one 2A00 state, two 4A0 states,
and one 4A00 state, all in Cs symmetry. Thus avoided crossings
can occur with the 32A0 and 22A00 doublet states and the 14A0

and 14A00 quartet states of C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g). Since the PEC of
C+(2P) + H2(3S+

u) is purely repulsive, these avoided crossings
may lead to the DCT process

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - C+(2P) + H(2S) + H(2S). (29)

When this DCT mechanism occurs in the reactant channel
via predissociation of the bound states of H2

+(2S+
g) through

the H2(3S+
u) dissociative state, it is referred to in the literature

as collision-induced predissociation (CIP).98–100 The DCT
process (29) is endoergic by 0.46 eV, but the crossing at rHH =
3.30 bohr forms an energy barrier to CIP along the vibrational
degree of freedom of H2

+(2S+
g) that lies at +0.96 eV above the

reactants.
The CT reaction (27) and DCT reaction (29) have yet to be

studied, and their impact on the reaction of CH+ formation
cannot be predicted solely from the asymptotic diatomic
potentials. From previous studies101–103,114 of similar A +
BC+ " A+ + BC processes, we can only anticipate a propensity
for the CT reaction (27) to be more efficient for the case of near
resonance between the C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g,v) and C+(4P) + H2(1S+

g,v0)
energy levels. Likewise, the results of previous works on
CIP98–100,115,116 suggest that the DCT reaction (29) might be
more efficient for the H2

+(2S+
g,v) vibrational states lying close in

energy to the curve crossing. These points will be discussed
further in Section 5.

Moving now to the product channels, the PECs for the low
lying electronic states of CH+ + H and CH + H+ are displayed in
the lower panel of Fig. 2. As can be seen, the PEC of the CH+(3P)
+ H products does not undergo any crossing with the PECs of
other product states. This indicates that all the reactive flux
driven by the 14A0 and 14A00 adiabatic PESs can lead to the
formation of CH+(3P). Therefore, reaction channel (21) could
be highly relevant to CH+ formation for those H2

+(2S+
g,v) reac-

tants that are weakly influenced by the CT reaction (27) and
DCT reaction (29). Another important feature shown in Fig. 2 is
the curve crossing at rCH = 2.26 bohr between the PECs of
CH+(1P) + H and CH(2P) + H+. Since each product corresponds
to a pair of (2A0,2A00) doublet states, avoided crossings between
the two pairs of states are expected to occur as the product
fragments recede from one another. As a result, the ratio
between the CH+(1P) and CH(2P) products molecules following
the proton-transfer reaction (22) and the hydrogen-transfer
reaction

C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g) - CH(2P) + H+, (30)

should largely depend on nonadiabatic transitions between the
doublet states. Finally, it is worth noting that the PECs of
both the CH+(3P) + H and CH+(1P) + H products correlate
to C+(2P) + H(2S) + H(2S) fragments at large rCH distance.
Consequently, both reaction pathways (21) and (22) can give
rise to the DCT reaction (29) when the CH+ molecules are
formed with an internal energy greater than the dissociation
energy of the CH+(3P) and CH+(1P) products. The DCT channel
(29) is endoergic by only 0.46 eV, as mentioned earlier.
Moreover, unlike the reactant channel, there are no avoided
crossings in the product channel to produce a potential energy
barrier along the dissociation pathway (see Fig. 2). As a result of
the low energy threshold for DCT in the product channel, this
process might have a significant impact on the reaction
under study.
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4 Results

Our measured merged-beams rate coefficient hsvri for reactions
(1) and (2) are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the collision
energy Er. The data are also given in Tables 5 and 6,
respectively. The excellent agreement of our results for
vn o vi and vn 4 vi, for each reaction, verifies the accuracy of
our Er scale.

In Fig. 4, we show the same results for the merged-beams
energy-weighted cross section hsEr

1/2i. This removes both the
vr
�1 dependence of the cross section and that of the differing

reduced masses for reactions (1) and (2), thereby enabling us to
best explore the subtleties in the reactive scattering process.

Lastly, Fig. 5 presents the merged-beams cross section for
reactions (1) and (2). The cross section was extracted from
our measurements using s = hsvri/hvri, where hvri is the merged-
beams average value of vr at Er.

5 Discussion
5.1 Comparison to earlier measurements

Reaction (2) was measured by Schuette and Gentry40 during
their pioneering series of merged-beams studies of neutral
atoms reacting with molecular cations. We find that our results
for the energy dependence of the merged-beams rate coefficient
are in excellent agreement with those of Schuette and Gentry
for Er 4 0.03 eV. At lower values of Er, the data extracted from
merged beams experiments are very sensitive to the bulk
angle between the two beams that is used in the analysis (see
Section 2.9). The differences that are seen here below 0.03 eV
may potentially be explained by an underestimation of the bulk
angle in the experiment of Schuette and Gentry.

On an absolute scale, our results are smaller than those of
Schuette and Gentry40 by a factor of 0.796 � 0.004. This scaling
factor was determined by a least-squares fit of the ratio of our
merged-beams rate coefficients to theirs for Er 4 0.03 eV. The
smallness of the fit uncertainty highlights the excellent agree-
ment that we see in the energy dependence for reaction (2).
In Fig. 3–5, we show their scaled results. As discussed in
Section 1, their neutral C beam contained an unknown fraction
of metastable C atoms, due to the CT method used to produce
the neutral beam. The photodetachment method that we have
used here produced a beam of essentially 100% pure ground-
term C(3P). Schuette and Gentry reported their final results for
what they took to be a beam of pure ground-term C(3P), but
they could not rule out metastable contamination. They also
presented systematic studies into the effects of metastable
atoms, finding that the cross section for reactions with

Fig. 3 Merged-beams rate coefficients hsvri as a function of the relative
translational energy Er. The present results for the C + H2

+ - CH+ + H
reaction (1) are shown in blue and those for the C + D2

+ - CD+ + D
reaction (2) are shown in red. The leftward pointing triangles correspond to
vn o vi and the rightward pointing triangles to vn 4 vi. The vertical error
bars represent the statistical uncertainty and the horizontal error bars show
the energy spread at each Er. The gray solid line corresponds to 0.796
times the experimental results of Schuette and Gentry40 for reaction (2).

Table 5 Experimental results for C + H2
+ - CH+ + H: listing of the

experimental merged-beams rate coefficients, hsvri, with corresponding
one-sigma statistical uncertainties, Dhsvri, as a function of the relative
translational energy, Er, with the one-sigma width of the collision-energy
spread, DEr, vs. applied floating cell voltages, Uf

Uf (kV)

Er DEr hsvri Dhsvri

(eV) (10�10 cm3 s�1)

0.200 3.211 0.105 2.630 0.189
0.400 2.429 0.092 3.434 0.220
0.600 1.758 0.078 4.204 0.240
0.800 1.198 0.064 4.858 0.249
1.000 0.747 0.051 6.494 0.293
1.100 0.562 0.044 6.394 0.363
1.200 0.403 0.037 6.984 0.235
1.300 0.272 0.031 6.162 0.358
1.400 0.167 0.024 5.986 0.219
1.500 0.089 0.017 5.428 0.346
1.550 0.059 0.014 4.952 0.274
1.600 0.037 0.011 5.865 0.176
1.650 0.020 0.008 5.548 0.286
1.700 0.010 0.006 5.442 0.220
1.750 0.007 0.005 5.854 0.300
1.800 0.010 0.006 5.674 0.173
1.850 0.020 0.008 5.925 0.295
1.900 0.036 0.011 5.329 0.221
1.950 0.059 0.014 5.313 0.284
2.000 0.087 0.017 5.365 0.173
2.050 0.123 0.021 5.909 0.304
2.100 0.164 0.024 6.229 0.237
2.150 0.212 0.027 6.023 0.310
2.200 0.267 0.030 6.449 0.189
2.250 0.328 0.034 6.318 0.312
2.300 0.395 0.037 6.578 0.248
2.350 0.468 0.040 6.205 0.308
2.400 0.547 0.043 6.591 0.194
2.450 0.633 0.047 6.918 0.324
2.500 0.725 0.050 6.388 0.249
2.600 0.928 0.056 5.809 0.223
2.700 1.155 0.063 4.947 0.338
2.800 1.408 0.069 5.203 0.211
2.900 1.684 0.076 4.784 0.329
3.000 1.985 0.083 4.074 0.191
3.200 2.660 0.095 3.387 0.227
3.400 3.431 0.108 2.333 0.189
3.600 4.297 0.121 1.652 0.158
3.800 5.256 0.134 1.374 0.143
4.000 6.309 0.147 0.943 0.124
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metastable atoms was smaller than that for ground-term
atoms. The experimentally determined cross section is inver-
sely proportional to the atom current (see, e.g., eqn (20)).
Hence, if their atom beam were partly contaminated by less-
reactive metastables, then the effective atom particle current
would be correspondingly reduced and the measured signal
would lead to a larger experimental cross section. Their results,
therefore, represent a lower limit for a pure beam of C(3P). That
we measured a cross section that agrees to within E20%
indicates that Schuette and Gentry did indeed have a beam of
nearly pure C(3P). We attribute the E20% difference between
their results and ours as likely being due to the combined
experimental uncertainty of �13% for their merged-beams

method117 and �15% for our present work. Hence, the factor
of B4 difference between their experimental results and their
LGS-type capture model is extremely unlikely to be due to
unknown experimental errors. We discuss the likely cause for
the difference in more detail in Section 5.4.

The absence of an energy threshold and the monotonic
decrease of the cross section with increasing Er, shown in Fig. 5,

Table 6 Same as Table 5 but for C + D2
+ - CD+ + D

Uf (kV)

Er DEr hsvri Dhsvri

(eV) (10�10 cm3 s�1)

�1.800 7.529 0.116 0.246 0.053
�1.600 5.930 0.103 0.492 0.071
�1.400 4.527 0.090 0.816 0.083
�1.200 3.317 0.077 1.583 0.114
�1.000 2.299 0.064 2.169 0.139
�0.900 1.862 0.058 3.079 0.134
�0.800 1.471 0.052 3.672 0.112
�0.700 1.128 0.045 3.942 0.153
�0.600 0.831 0.039 4.457 0.126
�0.500 0.580 0.033 4.484 0.161
�0.450 0.472 0.030 4.832 0.183
�0.400 0.375 0.027 4.936 0.105
�0.350 0.290 0.024 4.775 0.178
�0.300 0.217 0.021 4.711 0.120
�0.250 0.154 0.018 4.280 0.165
�0.225 0.128 0.017 4.278 0.207
�0.200 0.104 0.015 4.440 0.090
�0.175 0.082 0.014 4.219 0.207
�0.150 0.064 0.013 3.982 0.124
�0.125 0.048 0.012 4.054 0.204
�0.100 0.036 0.011 3.862 0.096
�0.075 0.026 0.010 3.971 0.202
�0.050 0.019 0.009 3.973 0.126
0.000 0.013 0.009 4.308 0.089
0.025 0.014 0.009 4.208 0.208
0.050 0.019 0.009 4.224 0.129
0.075 0.026 0.010 4.233 0.205
0.100 0.035 0.011 3.913 0.095
0.125 0.048 0.012 4.223 0.206
0.150 0.063 0.013 3.751 0.123
0.175 0.081 0.014 4.004 0.202
0.200 0.102 0.015 4.005 0.086
0.225 0.126 0.017 4.442 0.215
0.250 0.152 0.018 4.331 0.132
0.300 0.213 0.021 4.503 0.119
0.350 0.286 0.024 5.052 0.186
0.400 0.369 0.027 4.875 0.105
0.450 0.463 0.029 4.758 0.179
0.500 0.568 0.032 4.909 0.126
0.600 0.811 0.038 4.534 0.128
0.700 1.098 0.044 4.662 0.168
0.800 1.428 0.051 3.934 0.121
0.900 1.800 0.057 3.280 0.145
1.000 2.216 0.063 2.916 0.102
1.200 3.175 0.075 1.799 0.133
1.400 4.302 0.087 1.205 0.105
1.600 5.596 0.099 1.034 0.100
1.800 7.055 0.111 0.557 0.073
2.000 8.678 0.123 0.189 0.048

Fig. 4 Merged-beams energy-weighted cross section hsEr
1/2i as a func-

tion of the relative translational energy Er. The present results for reaction
(1) are shown by the blue squares and for reaction (2) by the red circles.
The gray solid line corresponds to 0.796 times the experimental results of
Schuette and Gentry40 for reaction (2). The dashed black curve shows our
earlier experimental results14 for C + H3

+ forming either CH+ via reaction
(31) or CH2

+ via reaction (32), multiplied by a factor of 0.463.

Fig. 5 Merged-beams cross sections as a function of the relative transla-
tional energy Er. The present results for reaction (1) are shown by the blue
squares and for reaction (2) by the red circles. The gray solid line
corresponds to 0.796 times the experimental results of Schuette and
Gentry40 for reaction (2). The black dotted line shows the theoretical
LGS capture cross section sa corresponding to a pure charge-induced
dipole interaction potential. The black solid line shows the average capture
cross section sYa calculated by Schuette and Gentry40 from interaction
potentials that include charge-quadrupole and charge-induced dipole
contributions and incorporate the effects of spin–orbit interactions.45

See Section 5.4 for details.
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are typical features of barrierless exoergic reactions. For such
reactions, we expect the reactivity at low Er to be mainly
determined by the long-range interactions, which are here
dominated by the charge of H2

+ interacting with the permanent
quadrupole moment and the induced electric dipole moment of
the carbon atom.

Since the cation molecule is involved only as a point charge
at long range, it is interesting to compare our present experi-
mental results to our earlier measurements14 for the barrierless
exoergic reactions

C 3P
� �

þH3
þ 1A01
� �

! CHþ þH2; (31)

and

C 3P
� �

þH3
þ 1A01
� �

! CH2
þ þH: (32)

The merged-beams energy-weighted cross section for reaction
(1) is compared in Fig. 4 to the scaled sum of the energy-
weighted cross sections measured for reactions (31) and (32).
A least-squares fit of the ratio of the energy-weighted cross
section for reaction (1) to the sum of that for reactions (31) and
(32) for Er t 0.06 eV yields a scaling factor of 0.463 � 0.007.

Fig. 4 shows that the behavior of hsEr
1/2i versus Er for

reaction (1) is similar to that measured for the sum of reactions
(31) and (32). From the lowest Er measured up to about 0.06 eV,
hsEr

1/2i shows the same monotonic decrease with increasing Er

for both H2
+ and H3

+. This is expected, as all three barrierless
exoergic reactions are driven by the same dominant interac-
tions at long range between the C(3P) and the charge of the
cation. The scaling factor between the H2

+ and H3
+ results is

likely due to a combination of several factors. Here we mention
some of these factors, but a complete quantitative explanation
is beyond the scope of this paper. Experimental limitations are
one issue that would need to be taken into account, namely that
for H2

+ we have not measured the exoergic hydrogen-transfer
reaction (23), leading to CH products. Thus, our measurements
do not account for the complete reactivity of C(3P) + H2

+. This is
to be contrasted with the C(3P) + H3

+ reaction, where the
hydrogen-transfer channel is endoergic by 2.69 eV14 and does
not contribute to the reactivity at these low energies. The
magnitude of the scaling factor may also be due to potential
restrictions in the range of the H2

+ internal states contributing
to reaction (1) as well as in the number of CH2

+ electronic states
that drive the reaction. The influence of these two effects on
reaction (1) is discussed in Section 5.4.

Coming back to the behavior of hsEr
1/2i versus Er, starting at

Er B 0.06 eV, the energy-weighted cross sections measured for
H2

+ and H3
+ begin to increase with increasing Er. For the H3

+,
though, this increase is only seen in reaction (31) and not
reaction (32). The increases seen for reactions (1) and (31)
indicate a change in the energy dependence of the reaction
cross sections. The reason for this change is unclear at present.
But it is quite striking that the two different collision systems
display similar trends starting at nearly the same energy.
Additional theoretical and experimental work is needed to
explore possible candidate explanations for this feature.

Lastly, from Er B 0.4 eV, hsEr
1/2i for reactions (1) and (2)

turns over and decreases over the next decade or so in energy,
till it reaches values too small for us to measure. The smooth
fall-off is due to the internal excitations of the parent cations,
which produce a gradual opening of the endoergic channels
that compete with the proton-transfer reaction. For reactions
(1) and (2), the onset of the fall-off almost coincides with the
threshold of the endoergic DCT channel (29) at 0.46 eV. The
internal energy of the parent cations leads to a shift to lower Er

for the opening of this first competing channel. The slight shift
observed in Fig. 4 suggests that the main contribution to
reactions (1) and (2) is from H2

+ and D2
+ molecules with low

internal energy. For reactions (31) and (32), the onset of the
fall-off is also shifted to lower Er relative to the opening of the
first competing endoergic channel at 1.98 eV. This shift was
attributed to the internal excitation of the H3

+ reactants, as
discussed in detail in O’Connor et al.14

Another interesting finding of our experimental results is
the apparent absence of an intermolecular isotope effect for
reactions (1) and (2). To within the experimental uncertainties,
our cross section results for H2

+ and D2
+ are almost identical, as

can be seen in Fig. 4 and 5. A similar lack of an intermolecular
isotope effect was found for our C + H3

+ results compared to
those Savić et al.118 for the C + D3

+ reaction.

5.2 Astrophysical implications

Our experimental findings have potentially useful implications
for improving deuterated astrochemical models for interstellar
molecular clouds,119–125 which have typical densities of
104–106 cm�3 and temperatures of B10–100 K. At these low
densities, three-body processes are unimportant and the gas-
phase chemistry is driven by bimolecular reactions. The low
temperatures mean that there is insufficient translational
energy available to overcome the activation barriers typical of
many neutral–neutral reactions. Hence much of the gas-phase
chemistry is driven by barrierless and exoergic ion-neutral
chemistry.

Deuterated molecular species are powerful diagnostics for
probing the physical properties of cold molecular clouds
because of their high relative abundance at low temperatures.
This chemical fractionation results from the ZPE of deuterated
molecules being lower than that of the normal isotope, typically
by up to several hundred K. Hence, at sufficiently cold tempera-
tures, exoergic D-substitution reactions go forward, but the
endoergic H-substitution reverse reactions do not. This fractiona-
tion process explains the observed abundance ratios of D-bearing
species relative to their H-bearing analogues that are orders of
magnitude larger than the interstellar D/H ratio of B1.6 � 10�5

(set initially by Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, but slowly reduced
since then by astration, namely the destruction of D in stars).

A major challenge in constructing deuterated astrochemical
models is that the vast majority of the chemical data available
are from studies of reactions involving H-bearing species. The
astrochemists need guidance on how to convert these existing
chemical data for H-bearing species into that for D-bearing
species.
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We have found that there is an apparent absence of an
intermolecular isotope effect for barrierless exoergic reactions
involving either H2

+ or H3
+ and a neutral atom. Building on this

finding, our work suggests that the cross section versus Er data
for such reactions with H2

+ and H3
+ can be used, without any

scaling needed, for fully deuterated species D2
+ and D3

+. It
remains an open question if this scaling is also valid for other
barrierless exoergic ion-neutral reactions invovling not just
neutral atoms, but also neutral non-polar molecules. But our
finding matches what is expected for barrierless exoergic reac-
tions that do not depend on the initial rovibrational state of the
parent cations.24,27

5.3 Competing endoergic channels

The H2
+ and D2

+ molecules that are formed in the EII ion source are
vibrationally and rotationally excited (see Table 1). Not all of the
H2

+(v, j) and D2
+(v, j) rovibrational states are expected to contribute

to reactions (1) and (2), respectively, primarily because of the
competition with the CT reaction (27) and DCT reaction (29), and
their fully deuterated analogues. The PECs for the electronic states
relevant to these latter two processes are shown in Fig. 6, together
with the vibrational energy levels associated with the bound states of
the cation and neutral molecules.

Here, we focus on vibrational excitation because it plays a
major role in inducing the CT and DCT processes. Additionally,
in the experiment, the rotational excitation of the cation
molecules is relatively low. Approximately 95% of the initial
rovibrational population of the cation beam is in H2

+(v, j r 3)
for reaction (1) and D2

+(v, j r 5) for reaction (2). The increase of
internal energy due to this level of rotational excitation is at
most 0.05 eV. The effect of rotational excitation on the transla-
tional and vibrational motion of the reactants through the
centrifugal barriers is also expected to be weak due to the small
rotational quantum numbers involved.

The rovibrational population distribution of H2
+ and D2

+

should remain almost unchanged as the reactants approach at
low collision energies. Because long-range interactions are
primarily isotropic and independent of the diatomic bond
length rHH, energy transfer between the translational motion
of the reactants and the rovibrational motions of the cation
molecules is expected to be weak. Under these circumstances,
the asymptotic PECs and vibrational energies shown in Fig. 6
can serve to qualitatively evaluate the relative importance of CT
and DCT on the various reactant states.

At low collision energies, the CT channel (27) is energetically
allowed for H2

+(v Z 5) and D2
+(v Z 7), as can be seen in Fig. 6.

For most of these reactant states, we expect the CT process to be
negligible, due to large mismatch between the C(3P) + X2

+(2S+
g,v)

and C+(4P) + X2(1S+
g,v0) energy levels (X = H, D). CT is likely to be

efficient only for H2
+(v = 5), D2

+(v = 9), and D2
+(v = 12) due to

near resonance with C+(4P) + X2(1S+
g,v0) energy levels. But

because these states are not significantly populated in our
cation source, CT is not expected a major competing process.

The DCT reaction channel (29) is energetically allowed for
H2

+(v Z 2) and D2
+(v Z 2) even at the lowest collision energies,

as shown in Fig. 6. The DCT process can take place during the

approach of the reactants (i.e., in the reactant channel) through
the avoided crossing between the electronic states that corre-
late to C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) and C+(2P) + H2(3S+

u). This dissociation
mechanism is referred to in the literature as CIP.98–100 Here, the
relatively large energy barrier along rHH formed by the avoided
crossing should impede dissociation by tunneling for those
reactant states lying well below the curve crossing. Additionally,
the fast vibrational motion through the avoided crossing region
should impede dissociation through nonadiabatic transitions
for the reactant states lying well above the curve crossing.
Therefore, CIP is expected to be efficient only for those states
lying close in energy to the curve crossing. Accordingly, the
asymptotic PECs shown in Fig. 6 suggest that the H2

+(v = 3, 4)
and D2

+(v = 4, 5, 6) states are the most likely to dissociate by
CIP. We must note, however, that the location and shape of the
avoided crossing region is highly sensitive to the amount of
mixing of the electronic states and to the behavior of the PESs
as the reactants approach. Thus, the range of reactant states
likely to dissociate by CIP cannot be unambiguously identified
using solely the asymptotic PECs.

Fig. 6 Potential energy curves for the electronic states of C(3P) + H2
+(2S+

g)
(black line), C+(4P) + H2(1S+

g) (blue line), and C+(2P) + H2(3S+
u) (red line) as a

function of the diatomic bond length rHH. The carbon atom/ion is located
at an infinite distance from the diatom. Energies are given relative to the
C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g,re) dissociation limit. The upper panel shows the vibrational

energy levels of H2
+(2S+

g,v) and H2(1S+
g,v0). The lower panel shows the

vibrational energy levels of D2
+(2S+

g,v) and D2(1S+
g,v0).
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The DCT process (29) can also take place in the product
channel when the CH+ molecules are formed with an internal
energy greater than their dissociation energy. Above the energy
threshold for DCT, the formation of stable CH+ molecules
requires that the excess energy relative to the C+(2P) + H(2S) +
H(2S) dissociation limit be released as translational energy of
the products. For reaction (2), Schuette and Gentry40 have
measured the translational exoergicity

Q ¼ E0r � Er

� �
; (33)

where Er and E0r are the translational energy of the reactants
and products, respectively. They reported a mean value %Q which
increases slightly from %Q B 0.3 eV at Er = 0.002 eV to %Q B 0.6 eV
at Er = 0.1 eV, and then remains approximately constant up to
Er = 3 eV. At 0.002 eV, the distribution of product translation
energies is sufficiently narrow40 that the range of reactant states
providing the main contribution to reaction can be inferred
from the measured %Q. Using conservation of the total energy,
the translational exoergicity can be written as,

Q = Ui � Uf + DE, (34)

where Ui and Uf are the internal (vibrational and rotational)
energies of the reactant and product molecules, respectively,
and DE is the energy difference between the reactant and
product dissociation limits. For a given reaction channel DE,
we can then determine for each reactant state Ui a lower limit
Qmin for Q that is consistent with the formation of stable CH+

molecules, taking into account that the internal energy Uf

cannot exceed the dissociation energy De of the product mole-
cule. Using the potential energy curves of Fig. 2 and 6 to
calculate the energetic quantities involved in eqn (34), we find
that Qmin r %Q B 0.3 eV only for the D2

+(v r 3) states, i.e., only
these states can lead to form stable CD+ molecules given the
measured translational exoergicity at Er = 0.002 eV. Assuming
a similar value of %Q for reaction (1), we find that only the
H2

+(v r 2) states are able to form stable CH+ molecules at low
Er. The moderate increase of %Q from 0.3 to 0.6 eV as Er increases
from 0.002 to 0.1 eV, and the nearly constant value of %Q from
0.1 to 3 eV, indicate that only a few additional reactant states
can contribute to reactions (1) and (2) at higher collision
energies.

The translational exoergicity measured by Schuette and
Gentry40 does not allow one to discriminate the individual
contributions of reaction channels (21) and (22), since the
electronic states involved in both reactions share the same
C+(2P) + H(2S) + H(2S) dissociation limit. However there are
several features of the CH2

+ electronic system (see Section 3.1)
which suggest that there is only a minor contribution from
reaction (22) at low Er. If reaction (21) is indeed the dominant
channel, then the large reaction exoergicity of 2.60 eV and the
small value of %Q indicate that the CH+(3P) molecules would be
preferentially formed close to their dissociation limit. If that is
the case, then the negligible contribution of H2

+(v Z 3) and
D2

+(v Z 4), inferred from both the asymptotic PECs and the
measured translational exoergicity, may be due not only to CIP

during the reactant approach, but also to DCT resulting from
an increased amount of energy being released into the vibra-
tional mode of CH+(3P).

We also note that rovibrationally excited CH+(3P) molecules
can be formed with internal energies lying above the dissocia-
tion limit. Such molecules are temporarily bound by the
centrifugal barrier that results from the rotational motion of
the product molecules. The finite lifetime of these quasibound
molecules is determined by their tunneling rate through the
centrifugal barrier. The flight time from the interaction region
to the detector was on the Bms order for the measurements of
Schuette and Gentry40 and for our work here. Quasibound
molecules with lifetimes longer than this can contribute to
the measured reaction signal before they undergo DCT, thereby
leading to an artificial enhancement of the reactivity. However,
our measurements suggest that the effect is small. Indeed,
since the lifetimes of quasibound CH+(3P) molecules should be
shorter than those of CD+(3P), one would expect to measure
larger cross sections for reaction (2) than for reaction (1) due to
contribution of quasibound states. But our merged-beams
results shown in Fig. 4 and 5 do not display any significant
isotope effects.

5.4 Comparison to capture models

The measured cross sections provide evidence that reactions (1)
and (2) are barrierless exoergic reactions. Hence, it is interest-
ing to compare the experimental results with the predictions of
capture models, which are designed for such reactions. The
simplest approach is the LGS model,24,27 where the reactants
are considered as structureless particles with isotropic charge
distributions. Here, this approximates the C(3P) dipole polariz-
ability as an isotropic tensor and fails to account for its non-
zero quadrupole moment. Hence, all electronic states that
originate from C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) are characterized at long range

by the same attractive interaction potential corresponding to
the charge-induced dipole interaction (note that induced inter-
actions are always attractive). The resulting LGS capture cross
section is written in atomic units as

sa ¼ pq
2a
Er

� �1=2

; (35)

where q is the charge of the cation and a = 11.7 bohr3 is the
mean static dipole polarizability of the ground-term C(3P).126

Schuette and Gentry40 employed an improved capture model
that takes into account the anisotropic charge distribution of
the C(3P) and includes the effects of spin–orbit interactions on
the interaction potentials.45 In their model, the two main
contributions to the long-range interaction potentials were
accounted for, namely the charge-quadrupole electrostatic
interaction and the charge-induced dipole interaction. Due to
the anisotropy of the C(3P) quadrupole moment and dipole
polarizability, the various electronic states that originate from
C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) are characterized at long range by two distinct

interaction potentials. The effect of spin–orbit interactions is
to mix and split these interaction potentials. At very large
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ion–atom distances R, where the charge-quadrupole and
charge-induced dipole interaction energies are smaller than
the spin–orbit splittings, there are six interaction potentials
that depend on the quantum numbers J and |MJ|, where J is the
total angular momentum of the C(3PJ=0,1,2) fine structure states
and MJ its projection onto the ion–atom axis. With decreasing
R, the charge-quadrupole and charge-induced dipole inter-
action energies become larger than the spin–orbit splittings,
and the ( J,|MJ|) potentials converge towards either one of two
potentials that depend on the quantum number |ML|, where ML

is the projection of the C(3P) orbital angular momentum L onto
the ion–atom axis.

The |ML| potentials correlate with the adiabatic PESs of CH2
+

corresponding to a specific value of L = |ML| for collinear
approach of the reactants (CNv symmetry), where L is the
projection of the total electronic orbital angular momentum
onto the ion–atom axis. The long-range potential for |ML| = 1 is
attractive and describes the long-range part of the 2P and 4P
PESs, whereas that for ML = 0 is repulsive and describes the
long-range part of the 2S� and 4S� PESs. Since the long-range
interactions are independent of the orientation of the
reactants, the |ML| potentials also hold to describe the long-
range part of the PESs of CH2

+ for any configuration of Cs

symmetry. At very large R, the spin–orbit couplings lead to
( J,|MJ|) potentials that are a mix of the |ML| potentials of S and
P character. For C(3P) interacting with H2

+(2S+
g), the spin–orbit

couplings are sufficiently small that the repulsive or attractive
behavior of the |ML| potentials is preserved for the ( J,|MJ|)
potentials at any value of R.45

Schuette and Gentry determined the capture cross sections
sJ,|MJ| for each of the ( J,|MJ|) potentials, and the average cross
section,

sYa ¼
1P

J

ð2J þ 1Þ
X
J

XJ
MJ¼�1

sJ;MJj j; (36)

was reported for the B0.001–0.1 eV collision energy range.40

The label sYa is used to specify that both the C(3P) quadrupole
moment Y and dipole polarizability a were accounted for to
describe the long-range potentials. For collision energies below
0.1 eV, only the attractive potentials that correlate with the 2P
and 4P PESs in CNv symmetry contribute to the reaction cross
section.

The capture cross sections sa and sYa are compared to the
merged-beams cross sections of reactions (1) and (2) in Fig. 5.
As can be seen, the two capture models yield reaction cross
sections of similar magnitude. This is an unexpected result as
the LGS model does not include the charge-quadrupole inter-
action, which is the dominant contribution to the long-range
interactions. For the present system, it appears that this lack is
almost exactly counterbalanced by the LGS assumption that all
electronic states emerging from C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) contribute to

the reaction due to the charge-induced dipole interaction.
As for the energy dependence of sYa shown in Fig. 5, it varies
as Er

�0.57, in better agreement with the behavior of the merged-
beams cross sections than the Er

�1/2 variation predicted by the

LGS model. However, both sa and sYa are found to be larger than
the experimental cross sections by a factor of B4 for Er o 0.1 eV.
This large discrepancy indicates that important features of the
reaction are missing in the two capture models described above.

Taking into account the internal excitation of the parent
cations in the experiment and the various electronic states that
originate from the C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g) reactants, the ICS for

reactions (1) and (2) can be written as

s ¼
X
v

X
j

X
i

pvibðvÞprotð jÞpelðiÞsðv; j; iÞ; (37)

where pvib(v) and prot( j) are, respectively, the vibrational and
rotational population distributions of H2

+(v,j) and D2
+(v, j)

arising from the EII source (see Table 1); pel(i) is the probability
for the collision to initiate in the electronic state i; and s(v, j,i) is
the reaction cross section for the electronic state i and a
selected rovibrational state (v,j) of the cation molecules. Build-
ing on the findings of Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 5.3, we make
several assumptions about the reaction channels and reactant
states that drive reactions (1) and (2) at low collision energy.
In specific, we assume that: (a) the proton-transfer reaction
proceeds only through the reaction channel (21), which
involves the first two quartet states 14A0 and 14A00 of CH2

+ that
correlate with the 4P state in CNv symmetry; (b) only the
H2

+(v r 2) and D2
+(v r 3) vibrational states contribute to the

reaction; (c) all the populated rotational states of H2
+(v r 2)

and D2
+(v r 3) contribute to the reaction; and (d) the reaction

cross section is independent of the rovibrational state of the
parent cations for H2

+(v r 2) and D2
+(v r 3). Introducing these

assumptions into eqn (37) leads to the simplified expression

s = pvibpel(
4P)s(4P), (38)

where pvib ¼
Pvmax

v¼0
pvibðvÞ � 0:50 and 0.44 using the pvib(v) values

of Table 1 for H2
+(v r 2) and D2

+(v r 3), respectively; and
pel(

4P) = 8/18 is the probability for the collision to initiate in
either one of the 14A0 and 14A00 states that drive reaction (21).
The probability pel(

4P) can be determined by accounting for the
degeneracy g = gspingorbital of each of the 2S�, 4S�, 2P and 4P
electronic states that correlate with the C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g)

reactants in CNv symmetry. Here we have gspin = 2 and 4 for
the states of doublet and quartet spin multiplicity, respectively;
and gorbital = 1 and 2 for the states of S and P symmetry,
respectively. Summing up the degeneracies of all states leads to
a count of 18 states arising from C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g), of which 8

correspond to the 4P state, which splits into the 14A0 and 14A00

states in Cs symmetry.
The cross section s(4P) of eqn (38) corresponds to the

average value that would be obtained from the 14A0 and 14A00

PESs that drive reaction (21). In the absence of PESs for these
two quartet states, we can infer approximate values for s(4P)
from the capture cross sections sa and sYa defined by eqn (35)
and (36), respectively. Since the LGS model assumes that all
electronic states are characterized by the same long-range
potential, the LGS cross section sa holds for any state arising
from C(3P) + H2

+(2S+
g). Thus, for the theoretical model outlined
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by eqn (38), we use s(4P) E sa. We label the ICS value resulting
from this modified LGS model as s0a. The average capture cross
section sYa determined by Schuette and Gentry40 accounts for
the contribution of all attractive states that correlate with the
2P and 4P states in CNv symmetry. Since the theoretical model
of eqn (38) assumes that only the quartet states lead to the
formation of CH+ molecules, and since the 2P and 4P states are
characterized by the same long-range P potential, we use
pel(

4P)s(4P) E (8/12)sYa, where the ratio 8/12 stems from the
probability to populate the quartet states for reactants
approaching on the attractive P potential. We label the ICS
value resulting from this modified capture model as s0Ya.

The merged-beams energy-weighted cross sections hsEr
1/2i

for reactions (1) and (2) are compared in Fig. 7 to the theoretical
results obtained for s0a and s0Ya. Owing to their underlying
assumptions, the modified capture models are primarily
relevant for describing the low-energy behavior of the reaction.

For Er o 0.1 eV the magnitude of s0aEr
1=2 from the modified LGS

model is close to that of the experimental results. However, the
model does not correctly reproduce the energy dependence of the
experimental results. In addition, for most of the collision energies
probed in the experiment, the merged-beams results are larger
than predicted by the modified LGS model. This points to short-
comings in the theoretical model, as capture models assume that a
reaction proceeds with unit probability. Accordingly, the modified
LGS model should provide an upper limit to the experimental cross
sections. We attribute the observed discrepancies in the present
case to the lack of the charge-quadrupole contribution to the long-
range interactions in the LGS model.

The modified capture model of Schuette and Gentry40

incorporates both the charge-induced dipole and charge-
quadrupole contributions to the long-range interactions.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, the resulting s0YaEr
1=2 more properly

describes the low energy behavior of the merged-beams results
than do the modified LGS results. The results of the modified
model of Schuette and Gentry also show the expected capture
model behavior, as the cross sections are larger than the
experimental results by a factor of B1.5 and B1.3 for reactions
(1) and (2), respectively. These discrepancies are much smaller
than the factor of B4 of discrepancy obtained between the
unmodified capture models and the measurements (see Fig. 5).
This improvement supports our hypotheses that the proton-
transfer reaction proceeds primarily through reaction (21) at
low collision energy, and that only a limited range of reactant
states, H2

+(v r 2) and D2
+(v r 3), lead to the formation of

stable CH+(3P) and CD+(3P) products. The remaining discre-

pancies between s0YaEr
1=2 and the experimental results may be

explained by a non-negligible contribution of the competing
DCT process (29), which could reduce the reaction probability
for the H2

+(v r 2) and D2
+(v r 3) states. If that is the case, then

the larger discrepancies observed for reaction (1) compared to
reaction (2) would indicate that the DCT process is more
efficient for the H2

+(v r 2) states than for the D2
+(v r 3) states,

due to an increasing tunneling probability for the lighter
isotope. This could potentially also explain the lack of an
intermolecular isotope effect seen in the experimental results.

6 Summary

We have measured the dynamics of reactions (1) and (2) using a
beam of ground term C(3P) with statistically populated fine-
structure levels and beams of H2

+ and D2
+ with well known

vibrational and rotational distributions. Our results provide
evidence that the reactions are barrierless and exoergic. They
also indicate the apparent absence of an intermolecular isotope
effect. Comparing our results to those of Schuette and Gentry40

for reaction (2), we find good agreement. Our findings indicate
that their CT-generated neutral C beam was essentially free of
metastable levels, a systematic uncertainty in their results that
they were unable to rule out and that hindered the comparison
of their results with theory. That the cross section findings of
both groups lie a factor of B4 below capture model predictions
indicates shortcomings in the models. We have also carried out
a complementary theoretical study of the CH2

+ electronic
system in the reactant and product channels in order to help
clarify the likely reaction mechanisms. We found that the
reactions are most likely to proceed adiabatically through the
14A0 and 14A00 states of CH2

+ leading to formation of CH+(3P)
and CD+(3P) molecules via reaction (21). We also found that at
low collision energies only H2

+(v r 2) and D2
+(v r 3) are likely

to contribute to the reaction, due to the onset of DCT for higher
vibrational levels. Incorporating these assumptions into
capture models brings them into better agreement with the
experimental results, though significant difference still remain

Fig. 7 Energy-weighted cross section hsEr
1/2i as a function of the relative

translational energy Er. Results for reaction (1) are shown in blue and for
reaction (2) in red. Our merged-beams results are shown by the data
points with error bars. The gray solid line corresponds to 0.796 times the
experimental results of Schuette and Gentry40 for reaction (2). The dashed
blue and red lines show the capture cross sections s0aEr

1=2 corresponding
to pure charge-induced dipole interactions. The solid blue and red lines

show the capture cross sections s0YaEr
1=2 corresponding to charge-

quadrupole and charge-induced dipole interactions and including the
effects of spin–orbit interactions.40,45 The capture cross sections shown
here account only for reaction channel (21) and the contribution of the
H2

+(v r 2) and D2
+(v r 3) states.
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that indicate the need for more sophisticated theoretical
treatments. Our findings provide important guidance for future
QCT and QM treatments of this reaction.
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